The Perfect Jewelry For Our
New “Virtual” Lives
There’s no denying it — life is different than it was two
years ago. No matter how much or little you’ve been affected
by the Covid-19 pandemic, things have certainly changed in
society. Adapting to a new norm means a lot of things, like
more Zoom conference calls, online dates, virtual weddings,
and so many other events that were once otherwise in-person
assemblies.

While these types of virtual events are not new by any means,
they are certainly more prevalent. When you’re working from
home, sometimes the highlight of your day is getting dressed
up for a meeting with your boss. And with online dating more
popular than ever, the little things like taking the perfect
selfie for your profile could mean a world of difference for
your confidence.

Whatever the case may be, we are a digital world now, and we
need to make the best of it. And that’s why I’m here to help.
Take some advice from me, your favorite resident social media
savant/Gen Z-er, and invigorate your socially-distanced looks
with some of Stuller’s trendiest jewelry!

Virtual Happy Hour
In an effort to adapt to the times, virtual happy hour was
invented (coincidentally, this is one of my favorite things to
come out of the pandemic). It’s nice to go all out with your
favorite outfit and pour yourself a drink to toast your peers
from a distance. Pair your look with sleek and sophisticated
styles, like diamond ear climbers and intricate necklaces —
the perfect pieces to wow your friends from the computer
screen!

Shop now at Stuller.com!
87203 | 87626

Corporate Zoom Meetings
Much like the rest of the world, Stuller has turned to less
in-person meetings and more online meetings. Even in
marketing, we will tune in to a Microsoft Teams meeting with
four other people sitting in the same room! Use this as an
opportunity to flaunt some staple pieces like diamond studs
and stackable rings.

Shop now at Stuller.com!
29762 | 124033

Online Dating Profiles
Typically, jewelry is seen as a gift from one lover to
another. However, in this day and age, we are buying jewelry
for ourselves! Step up your selfie game with some jewelry from
our 302 Fine Jewelry collection, sure to catch anyone’s eye.
It doesn’t get much better than jewelry that is made by women,
for women.

Shop now at Stuller.com!
CH1110 | 653632

Cyber Weddings
Though nontraditional, cyber weddings are a safe and special
way to celebrate your big day. Would you believe me if I said
I’ve attended two cyber weddings since last March? They were
so much fun! I got to see people from all over the country
gather together to celebrate love. Show your love with wedding
sets that are just as modern as you are. (Bonus: you can show
off your wedding ring all you want via Facetime!)

Shop now at Stuller.com!
123996:600:P | 653632:612:P | 124553

Even though times aren’t quite the same, we are making the
best of the situation. I try my best to look at the silver
lining in everything that happens, and though we aren’t quite
as interactive with each other, I do believe we’re more
connected.

As always, follow us on social media for all things jewelryrelated, and let me know the creative ways you’ve adapted to
the situation at hand in the comments below!

Check out some of our other recent blogs to see jewelry trends
on how to look your best!
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